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Executive Summary

- Efficient scheduling of work to GPU is important for overall performance of applications.
- The discussed optimization aims to fully utilize the General Purpose Graphics Processing Unit (GPGPU) Pipeline taking into consideration:
  - Workload characteristics
  - How the hardware actually works.
CHALLENGE
Challenge

- Many general purpose Execution Units (EUs) and dedicated Fixed Function HW blocks.
- The compute power of Intel® Processor Graphics is continuously growing over generations.
- How to efficiently use all the compute power of the GPU for various workloads?
Goal

Enable independent kernels to execute simultaneously whenever possible to keep all GPU assets busy
SOLUTION
Solution: Alternatives Considered: In-Order

- Do the optimization implicitly as part of the default In-Order Execution Model.

  **In-order Execution**: A model of execution in OpenCL where the commands in a command queue are executed in order of submission with each command running to completion before the next one begins.

- OpenCL Runtime needs to detect independent kernels in the sequence of commands and remove the synchronization points between them.

- Not feasible due to Shared Virtual Memory (SVM) related corner cases for which the optimization would break the In-Order Execution model requirements.
Solution: Alternatives Considered: Out-of-Order

- **Add support for Out-of-Order Execution Model.**

  **Out-of-Order Execution**: A model of execution in which commands placed in the work queue may begin and complete execution in any order consistent with constraints imposed by event wait lists and command-queue barriers.

- Application is responsible for specifying the right dependencies between enqueues.

  Leverage the existing Out-of-Order Execution model for the optimization
Solution: Overview
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KEY RESULTS
Key Results: VME+GPGPU

• VME (Video Motion Estimation) extension available in Intel’s OpenCL uses a dedicated functional HW units to perform motion estimation algorithm and calculate the motion vectors.

• VME kernel still needs some EUs but number of EUs used for this purpose may be limited.

• In the optimized Out-of-Order Execution solution we can potentially execute the VME kernel in parallel with regular GPGPU OpenCL kernels.
Key Results: VME+GPGPU

- Time(VME kernel) == Time(GPGPU kernel) == \( T \)
- Ideally: Time(VME kernel + GPGPU kernel) == \( T \) (2x gain)

Total execution time:

- Intel® HD Graphics 5500: 2.2s \( \rightarrow \) 1.6s (1.4x)
- Intel® Iris™ Graphics 6100: 0.9s \( \rightarrow \) 0.6s (1.3x)
Key Results: Multiple independent operations

• Another use case is executing multiple streams of general purpose commands operating on independent sets of data.

• An example is a matrix multiplication application
Key Results: Multiple independent operations

- Multiple matrix multiply operations (naïve algorithm) for different matrix sizes.

**Application thread usage statistics:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matrix size (NxN)</th>
<th>128</th>
<th>256</th>
<th>512</th>
<th>1024</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Threads used</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>512</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Threads available in HW:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HW configuration</th>
<th>Intel® HD Graphics 5500</th>
<th>Intel® Iris™ Graphics 6100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Threads available</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>336</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Performance (Optimized out-of-Order)
- Performance (In-Order)
Challenges & TODOs

• Out-of-Order Execution model is an opt-in feature.
• Developers need to adapt to the new model.
• Need to be aware of:
  • Limited GPU resources
  • OS restrictions
• With Event Profiling we can’t guarantee parallel execution benefits.
USER GUIDELINES
Efficient use of Out-of-Order Queues

- Create an out-of-order command queue in the following manner:

```c
cl_command_queue_properties qProperties = CL_QUEUE_OUT_OF_ORDER_EXEC_MODE_ENABLE;
cl_command_queue queue = clCreateCommandQueue(context, deviceIds[0], qProperties, &error);
```

- Avoid `CL_QUEUE_PROFILING_ENABLE` property with Out-of-Order Queues as it may severely limit the expected performance gains.

- Identify independent tasks that can run in parallel and prepare them to execute through one Out-of-Order command-queue:

```c
for ( cl_uint i = 0 ; i < iterations ; i++)
{
    clEnqueueNDRangeKernel(queue, vme_kernel, 2, NULL, vme_gws, NULL, 0, NULL, NULL);
    clEnqueueNDRangeKernel(queue, gpgpu_kernel_1, 1, NULL, gpgpu_gws_1, NULL, 0, NULL, NULL);
    clEnqueueNDRangeKernel(queue, gpgpu_kernel_2, 1, NULL, gpgpu_gws_2, NULL, 0, NULL, NULL);
    // (etc.)
}
```
Efficient use of Out-of-Order Queues

- For each stream of commands avoid flushing or blocking operations such as `clFlush`, `clFinish`, `clWaitForEvents` or blocking enqueue commands and manage dependencies with event wait-lists, for example:

```c
cl_event events[streams];
for(int s = 0; s < streams; s++)
{
    clEnqueueNDRangeKernel(queue, gpgpu_kernel, 1, NULL, gpgpu_gws, NULL, 0, NULL, &events[s]);
    clEnqueueMapBuffer(queue,
                       buffer_arg1,
                       CL_FALSE, //non-blocking map
                       CL_MAP_READ,
                       0,
                       buffer_size,
                       1, &events[s], 0, &err);
}
clFinish(queue);
```
Remarks

- Be aware of limited GPU resources and OS restrictions when expecting parallel execution benefits.

- When using Out-of-Order queues explicitly manage dependencies between enqueues through events and event_waitlists arguments as there is no in-order execution guarantee.

- The speed-up is observed in the total execution time of multiple commands when enqueued together into the same Out-of-Order command queue. Particular performance gains vary and depend on the workload and a given HW configuration characteristics.
Conclusion

• Our optimized Out-of-Order implementation can speed up your application several times (up to 1.4x or 5.4x in our experiments) depending on workload characteristics and HW behavior/configuration.

Better HW utilization and better performance per Watt in many applications